
UNIQUE TWO-

PART DELIVERY

Part 1: class time
resources including
videos, links and further
exploration
Part 2: live performance
and Q&A with Tim and
Nancy (Duo
Concertante) via the
Google Meet platform

T H E  T U C K A M O R E  F E S T I V A L  P R E S E N T S

Innovative online school program 

ECOLOGY OF BEING 

ONLINE SCHOOL PROGRAM

The Tuckamore Festival with Duo Concertante (Timothy
Steeves, piano and Nancy Dahn, violin) present Ecology of
Being, an online school program that focuses on the climate
emergency through five new musical works. Designed to
engage students around our interconnections to this planet,
Ecology of Being considers topics surrounding ecology, social
responsibility and stewardship, eco-justice, role of “Artist-
citizens”, ways of knowing, and how artists can respond to
world issues.  It also addresses the power of nature and our
dependence on it for survival, resilience, and healing.
 
In this unique two-part program, Nancy and Tim share video
performances of these works and then follow up with
synchronous discussion and short performances, designed
with multiple curriculum outcomes in mind. 



THE SEED KNOWS
Introduction by composer Carmen Braden

Sample reflection questions:    

What is the relationship between the piano and violin in this piece?
     
How do you hear the seed and/or plant growth depicted musically?    

Carmen was very engaged by a book she was reading at the time -
Thus Spoke The Plant - and she used this as a launching point for her
piece. Can you think of other instances of a book inspiring a different
piece of music or art? 

There is a lot of current debate about what plants “know”.
Present/explore both sides.

Here are a couple recent articles in the media:
https://gizmodo.com/is-plant-intelligence-just-a-human-fantasy-
1844217825

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/03/group-of-
biologists-tries-to-bury-the-idea-that-plants-are-conscious

Topic Points

Germination
Seed as a blueprint for life
Interconnectedness/

Lack of sun/water

Score is a graphic
depiction on staff of seed,
root and leaf growth, and
mutation.  
Composition inspired by
the visualization of seed
growth.
Nature is inspiring music
creation in a visceral
direct way -> Composition
methodology.

General:

reliance of seed with soil

Music Related:

WATCH THE PERFORMANCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBs_O3Bz0BQ&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/Uc7KTQak-KQ
https://www.carmenbraden.com/bio
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/576914/thus-spoke-the-plant-by-monica-gagliano/
https://gizmodo.com/is-plant-intelligence-just-a-human-fantasy-1844217825
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jul/03/group-of-biologists-tries-to-bury-the-idea-that-plants-are-conscious


SHEDDING, AS IF SLOUGHED
Introduction by composer Bekah Simms

Sample reflection questions:

When we think about the out of control wildfires caused by climate
change (in Australia/California for example) we think of their
devastating consequences and destruction. But before global warming,
wildfires occurred regularly and in fact often played a critical role.
Explain.

Do you hear certain sounds in the piece that connect it to or make you
think of wildfires?

Discuss the relationship between the acoustic instruments and the
electronics? Do you feel they have different roles to play in the
“message”/effect of the work?  

How does a composer go about creating an electronic track?

How do the performers coordinate/line up their parts with the
complicated but fixed electronic part?

This piece utilizes harmonics in both the piano and violin. How do these
work? What are nodes? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(physics)

Topic Points

Australian wild-fires
Climate change/warming
Impact on wildlife and
people, crops, and air
quality
Cycles of fire and regrowth

Extended techniques - use
of the natural harmonics
pitches in violin, which
represent the natural
world, in conflict (out of
tune) with piano equal
temperament pitches,
which represent manmade
world.
Electronic music - use of
burning, crackling
electronic sounds 

General:

Music Related:

WATCH THE PERFORMANCE

https://youtu.be/gKCf9cJauT4
https://youtu.be/mqSVi-Tltxs
http://www.bekahsimms.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(physics)


THE GARDEN OF EARTHLY

DELIGHTS
Introduction by composer Ian Cusson

Sample reflection questions:

How do you hear the painting in this music? 

The painting is a tryptic, meaning it’s in three parts. Do you hear this
reflected in the music? 

In this third panel of the painting we see the results from the sins of
humanity. How does this relate to the climate emergency?

Ian is a Metis composer who often draws upon Indigenous stories
when writing his music. For example, in 2019 he wrote an orchestral
suite for the National Arts Centre Orchestra based on the Legend of
the Wolf of Lafontaine. Can you think of any reason why Ian would not
use an Indigenous story as the backbone for his piece for the Duo
about the environment?

Topic Points

Classical art history, art
appreciation
Inspired by work of Flemish
master Hieronymus Bosch
(1450-1516) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wi
ki/The_Garden_of_Earthly_
Delights

Music influenced by art
Programmatic music 

General:

Music Related:

WATCH THE PERFORMANCE

https://youtu.be/8PJyg3byf4w
https://youtu.be/_TQfrBFG7p4
https://www.iancusson.com/
http://www.ameriquefrancaise.org/en/article-348/Legend_of_Loup_Lafontaine.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Garden_of_Earthly_Delights


ONEKHA’SHÒN:A, YA’KÒN:KWE

(THE WATERS, THE WOMEN)
Introduction by composer Dawn Avery

Sample reflection questions:

Dawn wrote this work and it requires the pianist to speak a blessing
in Mohawk in each movement (Tim practised this a lot!). Why do you
think that speaking part is in the piece?
  
This piece utilizes “seagull” (repeating/ sliding) harmonics in the
violin in the last movement. What mood do they create?

In the second movement there is a very quiet violin part that is a
quote of a piece of music by Bach. It is “overbalanced” by crashing
piano chords. Why do you think Dawn used this quote this way?

Dawn and the Duo workshopped this piece together and the piece
evolved/changed quite a bit from its initial notation. This is the
process Dawn prefers. Do you think this reflects her background as
an Indigenous person and improviser? What is the value in creating
art this way?

Topic Points

Native American
understanding of the deep
symbiotic and spiritual
connection of women and
water

Depicts conflict between
western art
music/colonialism and
Indigenous
traditions/world
Composition elements
include Bach quotes,
spoken Mohawk, clashing
chordal interruptions

General:

Music Related:

WATCH THE PERFORMANCE

https://youtu.be/1r-cDKxPAIs
https://youtu.be/qk_KmsVsSgY
https://www.dawnavery.com/


ECOLOGY OF BEING
Introduction by composer Melissa Hui

Sample reflection questions:

What is this film about? 

Do you relate to the young women in the film? 

Fossils are seen and mentioned in the poetry. Why?

How does the music enhance the meaning of the words and images
here? 

The musicians are filmed in close up and usually only parts of them
are seen. Why do you suppose that is? 

This was filmed on the southern shore of the Avalon peninsula quite
close to Cape Race. Why is Cape Race so important geologically?

At the end of the film we see a mandala made of shells, feathers,
moose skull, bones, seaweed. Why does it appear? What do you think
this means? 

Topic Points

Intergenerational
stewardship of the earth
honouring the earth, our
interconnectedness with
the world around us -  we
are all part of the ecology
of being
our responsibilities as
custodians of the planet

Combining music/poetry
Music adds layers of
understanding and
meanings to words
Minimalism
Powerful use of silence,
simple motives and
harmonies

General:

Music Related:

WATCH THE FILM

https://youtu.be/ri-f-14LR_Q
https://youtu.be/tZzAW_nQJ_A
https://www.mcgill.ca/music/melissa-hui


BROADER PROJECT-BASED

FOUNDATION KNOWLEDGE

The artist's role as global citizen, and the artist's
response to world issues
"Artist-Citizens"
Ways of knowing
Arts role in provoking thought, educating, and moving
people to action (not just through data and
information)
how composers develop/create specific musical ideas
from current events and the climate emergency in
constructing and creating a musical work - the
process or journey from inspiration to idea to notes
on the page. 
The value of arts as a powerful means of building
awareness around science-based issues
Arts versus science: both are about understanding the
world around us but they tend to have little
intersectionality. Why? 
Social responsibility, engagement
Eco-justice

Designed to inspire reflection
about our connection and
interconnections to this
planet, Ecology of Being
considers what we are leaving
the next generation and our
complicity in the world’s rapid,
alarming, and ominous
changes. It also pays tribute to
the gloriousness of our earth
and the power of nature,
recognizing our dependence
on it for survival, resilience,
and healing.


